Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Tony Gabriele <tony.gabriele1@gmail.com>
Date: 7/25/2011 6:04 AM
To: [Redacted]

From: Tony Gabriele <tony.gabriele1@gmail.com>
Subject: Redistricting

Message Body:
Please, no more gerrymandering...We are a beach community and should stay as such.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Chris Weinrich <chrisweinrich@gmail.com>
Date: 7/25/2011 12:33 PM
To: Commission Members

From: Chris Weinrich <chrisweinrich@gmail.com>
Subject: Redistricting

Message Body:
Dear Commission Members,

I would like to thank you for your service to our state and the long hours you have put into this process of a fair reapportionment.

As a resident of the City of Orange I would ask that you please do not split up our city. The City of Orange is unique in Orange County as a city which has grown up around an historic downtown and maintains it "small town: feel. There is no way to split our city in an equitable manner.

At the same time, it is important that our city be politically attached to areas that we have much in common with. We certainly have a community of interest with communities like North Tustin, the Tustin foothills, Anaheim Hills and the city of Yorba Linda. It is important to us that our city is not be attached to central or west Anaheim or to Santa Ana. If that were to happen our city would become someone's political afterthought.

Thanks for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Chris Weinrich

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Kent Welton <kentwelton@gmail.com>
Date: 7/25/2011 2:35 PM
To: 

From: Kent Welton <kentwelton@gmail.com>
Subject: dna point divisino

Message Body:
Dividing Dana Point is the dumbest idea I've ever heard. There is no rational for it than makes any sense.
Drop this nonsense.

Kent Welton

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission


Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Beth Marie NIerman <**************>
Date: 7/25/2011 3:54 PM
To:  

From: Beth Marie NIerman <**************>
Subject: Proposed reassignment of Rossmoor

Message Body:
To whom it may concern:
As an eighteen year resident of Rossmoor and a member of the Los Alamitos Area Chamber of Commerce I have personally seen the commitment that Ed Royce has to our local community. I am against the proposed reassignment of Rossmoor and Los Alamitos to a Long Beach congressional district. Congressman Royce is a long time supporter in this area and has a unique understanding of the needs and concerns of our residents and businesses.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
From: John Harpster

Message Body:
Ed Royce represents us, NOT loretta Sanchez, Keep her out of Orange.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Nancy Harpster <nancysterester@gmail.com>
Date: 7/25/2011 8:19 PM
To: public.comments@civicplus.com

From: Nancy Harpster <nancysterester@gmail.com>
Subject: NO SANCHEZ

Message Body:
ED ROYCE IS OUR REP, NOT LORETTA SANCHEZ.
Keep her out of Orange/Villa Park she is useless.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Kathy Nelson <kathy.nelson@example.com>
Date: 7/25/2011 11:07 PM
To: Citizens Redistricting Commission

Message Body:
Please do not divide Huntington Beach. We bought a home here 21 years ago to be part of Huntington Beach and please leave our city whole. Dividing it would hurt us in many ways.

Thank you

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Dear Sir:

I am a resident of La Habra, Ca. I live at 821 Hampshire Lane.

I oppose putting La Habra in an L.A. County District, instead, it should be placed with our other north Orange County cities.

Thank you,
Joan Roush
Citizens Redistricting Commission

I understand it has been proposed that La Habra be lumped in with Los Angeles cities for Redistricting purposes. Why would a Orange County city be included with Los Angeles County cities? La Habra should either be put in the Diamond Bar/Yorba Linda or Anaheim/Fullerton Assembly Districts. Our votes will be meaningless and lost in the L A County districts. It’s hard enough to get recognition for a small city. We do not want to be represented by an elected official whose voters are from Los Angeles. We may be at the top of Orange County, but we’re still in Orange County and Do NOT want to be included in anything Los Angeles. Thank you very much!

Maureen Greaves
La Habra, CA 90631
July 25, 2011

California Redistricting Commission
901 P Street, Suite 154-A
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE: Orange County State Legislative and Congressional Boundary Maps

Dear Commissioners –

As an active civic leader in Orange County, I respectfully submit the following recommendations to the California Redistricting Commission as it begins to finalize the state’s legislative boundary maps. These recommendations articulate my belief that communities of interest – cities and regions that face similar challenges and opportunities – be grouped together as much as possible.

- The City of Orange should only be represented by one congressional district. It is too small of a
city to have to spread its representation between two districts. Additionally, it’s communities of interest are cities like Tustin and Villa Park – not Santa Ana.

- **Coto de Caza** should not be split into two congressional districts. This small neighborhood would effectively lose its voice if it were to be divided in two.

- The **City of Fountain Valley** should be grouped with Huntington Beach in all legislative boundaries, including congressional and assembly districts. These two cities share a long history and benefit from contiguous representation. Grouping Fountain Valley with Garden Grove and Westminster does not uphold the Commission’s “community of interest” criterion.

- The latest **Board of Equalization** maps seem wildly illogical and problematic for Orange County. As currently drafted, the vertical orientation of the BOE districts groups southern California cities with those on the Oregon border! Rather than this confusing configuration, the counties of Orange, San Diego, Imperial, San Bernardino and Riverside should be grouped together, while Los Angeles has its own BOE district.

Thank you for your sincere consideration of these recommendations. I recognize the complexity of the Commission’s job and appreciate your commitment to developing the fairest possible electoral boundaries across California.

Sincerely,

Scott R. Dutenhoefer

Orange
Dear Members:

I would like to thank you for your service to our state and the long hours you have put into this process of a fair redistricting. You are definitely on the right track with the congressional map.

As a long time resident of the City of Fountain Valley, I ask that you please do not change the congressional maps. I support keeping out city with out like minded neighbors in Costa Mesa and Huntington Beach. Huntington Beach and Fountain Valley share the Huntington Beach Union High School District. It is important that our city be politically attached to areas that we have much in common with.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

William P. Worth
Fountain Valley, Ca. 92708
I do not support earlier plans to split the City of Dana Point between different electoral districts. We are a small community. Dividing us will dilute our representation in any one district and double our efforts to secure a voice. As one of the largest nonprofit organizations in Dana Point, we need to conserve our resources. It may appear on the surface the having two voices would be better than one. But when that voice now hears only half as many voters, we become weaker to other cities who are whole.

Please keep Dana Point whole and separate from Los Angeles County. Our goal, history, and life style is different.

Carlos N. Olvera
President
Dana Point Historical Society

cno ....
The idea to divide Dana point makes no sense. There is no rational for it unless it involves a secret party agenda, in which case it is despicable as well.

Kent Welton,
Dana Point
To whom it may concern:

I have been a resident of the City of La Habra for 40 years. I am very concerned about the new proposal to include La Habra with Los Angeles County cities.

La Habra is distinctly Orange County. All the children in my community go to schools in the Fullerton Joint Union High School District. Our ties and our identity are to Orange County and we would not be fairly represented if the majority of voters in our new district are from Los Angeles County.

Thank you for allowing me to provide input.

Jack and Betty Barrett, 361 E. Country Hills Dr. La Habra, CA 90631
I am opposed to the La Habra redistricting. I have been a La Habra resident for 30 years and have been represented by the congressmen of Orange County. I have been very happy with this. I am a registered Republican. I do not want to be represented by a democratic team. I also do not want to be placed in the voting pool of Los Angeles County so that I may have to serve in the jury pool of Los Angeles County.

Judy Christopher

La Habra, CA 90631